Atrial fibrillation (AF) is a common clinical arrhythmia with a lifetime risk and has become an attractive topic of clinical research and health management. Although the 12-lead classical ECG configuration is adequate for the detection of AF, its configuration is suboptimal for constructing surface potential mapping or extracting other diagnostic features during AF. Body surface potential mapping (BSPM) has a broad application prospect in AF study, but the electrode wiring is complicated and the hardware cost is high. This paper proposes a method to improve the performance of leads selection algorithm from a 128-lead BSPM system with equidistantly spaced electrodes. 128-lead BSPM data obtained from 8 AF patients were used in the study. Leads selection was performed by a sequential selection based on an adapted Botteron's approach and multiple linear regression. The result showed that the proposed method has significant improvement on the performance of the accurate reconstruction of dominant frequency on the patient-specific dataset. The proposed method may not only improve the performance on the spectrum characteristic but also effectively improve the performance of time domain criteria when the number of selected leads is above 12.
I. INTRODUCTION
Atrial fibrillation (AF) is an important and growing clinical problem with a lifetime risk. The incidence of AF accounts for approximately 0.4%-1.0% of the total population, and the proportion is as high as 10% in the population older than 80 years [1] . Moreover, AF is associated with a five-fold risk of stroke and a three-fold incidence of congestive heart failure, provoking that AF patients have twice the risk of death than a healthy person of the same age [2] . As a major health challenge, AF related symptoms and morbidity has become the reasons for frequent hospitalizations, leading to substantial and rising costs [3] .
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The standard 12-lead ECG is now commonly the most extended clinical technique for the detection and diagnosis of atrial fibrillation. However, the standard 12-lead configuration is originally designed to capture the ventricular electrical activity. The standard 12-lead ECG may not be able to adequately collect diagnostic information on atrial electrical activity for identification of patient-specific mechanisms and guidance of therapy [4] .
In recent years, the emerging technique of body surface potential mapping (BSPM) has been playing a vital role in the studies of AF and the guidance of AF ablation [5] , [6] . The BSPM is expected to contain additional spatio-temporal information, allowing phase analysis of body surface potentials to localize reentrant drivers to the left or right atrium [7] , [8] . Other works have reported that combining the information provided by multilead BSPM recording systems, the prediction outcomes of catheter ablation long-term success can be improved [9] , [10] .
Although these preliminary results seem promising, the high burden and tedious recording procedure of deploying the BSPM systems impede their wide spread utilization [11] . For this reason, there are lots of studies proposed for finding the best configuration of electrodes in BSPM system while retaining diagnostic features in a limited lead set. A feasible approach for calculating the optimal configuration in a limited lead set is to select leads from a BSPM system with higher number of electrodes. In an early study, Lux had proposed a lead-reduced sequential method based on minimizing the derivative covariance to calculate the electrodes configuration of BSPM and this method was then adapted for BSPM AF signals [4] , [12] . Principal component analysis and multiple linear regression (MLR) also have been used for lead reduction [13] , [14] .
These previous studies of leads selection mainly focus on optimizing the reconstruction of time domain information. For AF study, the fibrillatory signal exhibits a lower signalto-noise ratio and the lead-reduced BSPM system needs more than 23 recording sites to ensure that the normalized voltage amplitude rms error is lower than 25% in an estimation of 64-lead BSPM system [4] . However, in most practical occasion such as the reconfiguration of wearable Holter or 12-lead ECG, only a small number of leads are available and therefore the time domain information reconstruction is merely not possible to offer enough precision to clinical application.
Many works have suggested that complex electrograms during AF have provided a barrier to time domain analysis and spectral features obtained from the surface leads contain critical information of AF mechanisms [15] . The frequency content analysis is widely applied in detecting responses of antiarrhythmic drugs, predicting long-term ablation outcome and localizing the reentrant driver [16] , [17] .
In our study, we proposed an adapted Botteron's approach and a sequential selection method based on multiple linear regression to select leads. The selection focuses on retaining the dominant frequency(DF) information rather than time domain information. We made use of 128-lead BSPM recordings of 8 patients during AF. To evaluate our method, we compared the performance differences in both time domain and frequency spectrum between our algorithm and the traditional covariance-based lead reduction algorithm.
II. METHODOLOGY
A. SUBJECT 20-second BSPM signals were measured on 8 patients with persistent AF before a Maze IV surgical procedure. These data were acquisited from West China Hospital and the study was approved by the ethics review committee of West China Hospital, Sichuan university. All patients have accepted the written informed consent at the time of admission. The baseline clinical characteristics of these patients are shown in Table 1 . 
B. 128-CHANNEL BSPM SYSTEM
The BSPM recording system in this work has been described elsewhere (see [18] ). Briefly, the flexible electrode bands were developed by Cardiac Electrophysiology and Pacing Laboratory of Fudan University. The electrode bands are connected with elastic to make a custom-made vest with 128 electrodes covering patients' body surface. There are 74 electrodes on the anterior and 54 electrodes on the posterior. We used electrode 92,28 and 37 as 3 limb electrodes to obtain the Wilson Center Terminal. The distribution of electrodes of the BSPM system is shown in Fig. 1 . The recording system consists of a commercial ESI-128 multi-channel electrophysiological signal acquisition system (Australia Compumedics Ltd.) adapted to our purposes. ECG signals were sampled at a sampling frequency of 1kHz.
C. PREPROCESSING
The BSPM signals were digital zero-phased bandpass filtered with a passing band between 0.5 and 100Hz. During the acquisition process of BSPM signals, we had already removed the 50Hz frequency interference through 50Hz notch filter. Signals were then processed by a 200ms median filter to extract the baseline shift and the baseline shift was then subtracted from the signal. The QRS peak of each heart beat in the signals was located by using Pan-Tompkins algorithm and manually inspected to avoid incorrect detections. Then the atrial activity was extracted by the spatiotemporal QRST cancellation [19] , [20] . In the rest of this article, we refer to the signal after these preprocessing as derived AF signals. Fig. 2 (a) and 2(b) show an example of original BSPM signal preprocessed by the above step.
D. ADAPTED BOTTERON'S APPROACH
Botteron's approach is the most widely employed preprocessing approach to estimate the dominant atrial rate of intracardiac EGM signals. But it was firstly proposed as the assessment of the spatial organization by means of a cross-correlation approach [21] . In our previous study [18] , [22] , we applied Botteron's approach to BSPM signals as a rhythm analysis tool. In this study, we modified the Botteron's approach to apply it to the derived AF signals in order to obtain rhythm-related indicator waveform for further lead selection.
The Botteron's approach firstly uses a band pass filter to reduce the signal content within the beat-to-beat interval and retrieves the fundamental atrial frequency by rectification. Then with a low-pass filter, the waveform of AF signal is transformed into homogenized pulses. The effect of this processing is to remove the detailed features of individual atrial activations and morphological information regarding the atrial beat while preserving their timing [23] .
Based on the spectral content of derived AF signals and the theoretical basis of Botteron's approach [22] , each step of Botteron's approach was modified. The signals were firstly band-pass filtered using a digital, zero-phase, third-order Butterworth filter with the range of 4-60 Hz instead of 40-250Hz. Then the signals were rectified. The last step of the botteron's approach was also adapted for the derived AF signals. Signals were band-pass filtered with the range of 2-15 Hz instead of a low-pass filtering with 20Hz cutoff frequency in order to suppress the residual ventricular signals and highlight the rhythm of the derived AF signals.
In the rest of this article, we refer to the signal after adapted Botteron's approach as adapted Botteron derived signal. An example for the process to obtain the adapted Botteron derived signals is shown in Fig. 2 
E. DATASETS
Derived AF signals and corresponding adapted Botteron derived signals were divided into study datasets and test datasets. We used adapted Botteron derived signal in the study dataset to guide the algorithm to calculate the reduced-lead system. We then tested the derived reduced-lead system by measuring the performance of the reconstructed derived AF signals in test dataset.
The performance of our lead selection algorithm was tested in two scenarios. In the first scenario, ideally, each patient used their own 128-lead BSPM results to guide the algorithm. In the second scenario, more practically, the patient did not undergo a 128-lead BSPM test prior to the lead-reduction. The study dataset was constituted by 128-lead derived AF signals data from other patients.
In the first scenario, for each patient, the first 10s of the patient's own 128-lead BSPM signal constituted the study dataset and the last 10s constituted the test dataset. In the second scenario, for each patient, the first 10s signals of other 7 patients were concatenated to constitute a general study dataset and the last 10s signal of the patient's own data constituted the test dataset. It should be noted that the signals in the study dataset were in the form of adapted Botteron derived signal and the signals in the test dataset were in the form of derived AF signal.
F. LEADS SELECTION AND RECONSTRUCTION
An optimal configuration with a finite number of leads can be always obtained by exhaustive search algorithms that test all possible lead combinations. However, the exhaustive search is computationally intensive, and the results are not more satisfactory than a sequential search method based lead-reduced selection configuration [24] .
A sequential search method can be concluded as an iterative selection. The selection of the new electrode can be concluded that each of the nonselected electrodes is selected in conjunction with the previously selected electrodes and then evaluated the performance of the reconstruction of the whole BSPM signals. The electrode of best performance is then added to the limited lead set and the process is repeated again.
Before sequential search, the electrode 92,28 and 37 have been preselected in limited lead set as limb leads in order to obtain the Wilson Center Terminal and keep some leads of ECG signals that cardiologists are familiar with.
In our study, we selected leads with adapted Botteron derived signals instead of derived AF signals to guide the leads selection. Considering the amplitude of the derived signals processed by Botteron's approach has no direct correspondence to the original signal [23] , we chose the lead sequential search method proposed in [24] . At each iteration, we selected one of the unselected leads and added it to the subset obtained by the last iteration. We traversed and compared reconstruction performance of all possible new leads subset with one lead added and then selected the subset with the best performance as the result of this iteration. Reconstruction of the whole BSPM signals was computed as follow:
where ECG s is a matrix containing the rows of selected leads in the study dataset and the ECG r is a matrix containing the rows of reconstructed signals in nonselected leads. The transformation coefficients matrix T is determined using MLR by least mean squares [24] and computed as follow:
where ECG n is the recorded signals in nonselected leads and ECG † s is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of matrix ECG s . It should be noted that, in this step, all matrix was constituted by the adapted Botteron derived signals.
The method proposed in [24] allows us focus on deterministic characteristics of the data at the end of each iteration by using the average correlation coefficient between reconstructed signals and the original derived signals as criteria at each iteration. Correlation coefficient provides a measure of the similarity between the original signals and reconstructed signals independent of amplitude. The Correlation Coefficient ρ can be described as:
p 1 and p 2 are the vectors of the measured and estimated potentials in each lead respectively. The correlation coefficients of all reconstructed leads were then averaged to obtain the performance index of the new lead subset. The index of new-selected lead was calculated by ranking the average correlation coefficient performance and the best performed lead was selected in. The process was repeated again until the required leads number limit or error limit was reached.
We have calculated a limited leads subset with the adapted Botteron derived signals in the previous process. The signals processed by Botteron's method have no clinical value, but serve as an indicator to highlight the rhythm information in this algorithm. Therefore, when the limit was reached, we applied the reconstruction calculation (1) (2) to the derived AF signals to calculate the transformation coefficient matrix as final result. It should be noted that the transformation coefficient matrix and the selected leads at this time remain unchanged when applied to the test dataset to reconstruct the derived AF signals in the nonselected leads. The combination of the transformation coefficient matrix and the selected leads was defined as the configuration of a reduced-lead BSPM system.
III. RESULT
To compare the performance of our method with others, the algorithm that has been used to select atrial BSPM signal leads in [4] was tested using our dataset. The algorithm in [4] is established by Lux in [12] and the criterion of this algorithm is based on the covariance of derived AF signals that accounts for the new information.
In addition to assessing the effect of the adapted Botteron's approach, we also compared the performance of the configuration calculated by the same lead-reduction methods with the data not processed by the adapted Botteron's approach. In this case, it is a correlation coefficient driven sequential selection method purposed in [24] .
A. EVALUATION CRITERIA
Performance of a configuration was quantified as the averaged error in reconstruction of nonselected leads. To fully evaluate the performance, four different criteria were used in our study.
1) RMS VOLTAGE ERROR
RMS voltage error is usually used to evaluate the potential error at each site where the potential signal was reconstructed by the selected leads. The formula for calculating the absolute spatial rms error is:
where n stands for the length of the signal vector. Then the absolute error ε was normalized according to the voltage amplitude present in the original signals and the relative error was calculated as below: The relative rms errors were then averaged among all the estimated sites not included in the limited lead subset.
2) CORRELATION COEFFICIENT
The definition of the measure of correlation coefficient was already mentioned in Section II-F. The measure of correlation coefficient in time domain is useful for detecting the pattern differences between the reconstructed signals and the original signals. The rms voltage error in reconstructed signals may seem insignificant, but pattern differences might be extreme and lead to erroneous diagnostics. The correlation coefficient was also applied in spectral analysis in our study. Reconstructed signals were compared to the signals in recorded leads in terms of their spectral content. To obtain the power spectral content, we used Welch's periodogram to obtain the power spectral density of the derived AF signals with a hamming window of 2s and 50% overlap. Considering the range of DF and its second harmonic component in spectrum, the correlation coefficient of power spectrum was calculated between 4-30Hz. The power spectral density of atrial activity is usually normalized by the power contained within this frequency range in order to reduce the effect of spectral content unrelated to f waves [17] . In contrast, the pattern similarity in this frequency range is a more useful measure than pattern similarity in full range. This measure is used to provide similarity of the power spectral density between the estimated signals and measured signals.
3) DOMINANT FREQUENCY DEVIATION
The body surface mapping of DF is usually used for the fibrillation rotor location, analysis of the mechanism of atrial fibrillation and ablation outcomes prediction [5] , [8] , [10] . Therefore, the dominant frequency peak deviation error of reconstruction signal is very important in clinical application. The DF of derived AF signals is defined as the maximum peak in the power spectrum within 4-15Hz, and the DF deviation of a specific configuration is defined as the averaged difference between the DF of reconstructed and original AF derived signals at sites which have not been recorded.
B. PERFORMANCE OF THE LEADS SELECTION FOR PATIENT-SPECIFIC CONFIGURATION
In this ideal scenario, for each patient, 128-lead BSPM results of their own were used to guide the algorithm. The algorithm provided the different BSPM distributions to each patient.
In Fig. 3 , the averaged performance of the lead subsets and transformation coefficients calculated by the three algorithms on reconstruction mapping are shown. The key observation from this figure is that as the number of selected leads increases, the performance of DF deviation of subset calculated by our method is significantly better than that not processed by adapted Botteron's approach, while the other three indexes are not significantly different.
In Fig. 4 , the first 8 leads selected for different patients can be observed. It can be seen that the lead placement for different patients is completely different except for the 
pre-selected 3 electrodes which form the Wilson Center Terminal.
In order to further appreciate this observation, the performance of the subset and transformation coefficients applied over the exact same derived AF signals at each iteration were recorded. Contrasted with the result of Fig. 3 , the result of Fig. 5 shows that the performance of the no-Botteron MLR method is better than our method when the number of leads is large.
C. PERFORMANCE OF THE LEADS SELECTION FOR UNIFORM CONFIGURATION
In this practical scenario, for each patient, 128-lead BSPM results of other patients were used to guide the algorithm.
In order to more accurately measure the effect of the concatenated data provided by multiple patients, in this experiment, the configuration provided to each patient was obtained from the data of 7 other patients, so the configurations were not the same. In practice, each patient should share the same configuration. And therefore, we show a uniform configuration at the end by concatenating all patients' data to fully apply the data we have.
The configuration performance of the three algorithms as the number of leads increases is depicted in Fig. 6 . As the Fig. 6 depicted, for the deviation of DF, the configuration obtained by our method is superior to the other two algorithms regardless of the number of leads. Our method also has the best performance on the correlation coefficient of spectrum at all other times except when the number of leads is 12. When the number of selected leads is greater than 12, the performance of our method in time domain (the rms error and the correlation coefficient in time domain) is better than the other two algorithms. It is worth noting that, unlike in the first scenario, the Lux algorithm outperforms the MLR algorithm without adapted Botteron's approach.
In Fig. 7 , we compare two set of uniform configurations with 23 leads selected by concatenating all patients' data. The reason for selecting 23 as the termination point is that previous study [4] suggests that BSPM during AF only be at least as accurate as the 12-lead ECG for the QRS complex (25% error) if 23 leads are used.
D. THE RECONFIGURATION OF STANDARD 12-LEAD ECG FOR ATRIAL FIBRILLATION SIGNALS
In particular, the reconfiguration of the 12-lead is worthy of further study for practical reason. In order to compare the performance of the standard 12-lead with our algorithm-driven configuration, we used signals acquired by adjacent electrodes in the 128-lead BSPM system to approximate the precordial leads signal in standard 12-lead system as depicted in Fig. 1 . Due to the equidistant arrangement of BSPM, the signal of lead V3 is missing, therefore we compared the performance of the configurations of 7 electrodes derived from our algorithm. The details of the performance metrics for the different configurations are shown in the Table 2 . In addition, the distribution of the deviation of DF is shown in Fig. 8 . In assessing the distribution of DF deviation of body surface mapping, it can be seen that there is a concentrated distribution of DF deviation in the left posterior region in both calculated uniform configuration and standard 12-lead configuration. Using the uniform lead configuration calculated by our method, deviation of this concentrated distribution is reduced with the same number of selected leads. When a patient-specific configuration is used, this concentrated distribution of deviation does not occur.
IV. DISCUSSION
In the results of the first scenario and additional experiments, we observed a contradictory phenomenon on the study dataset and the test dataset. The sequential selection algorithm driven by the derived AF signal selects the leads that maximize the improvement in correlation coefficient performance in the study dataset into subsets in each step. Therefore, it is reasonable to perform better than the other standard based sequential selection algorithm in the pattern reconstruction on the exact study dataset. However, we believe that the sequential algorithm obtains the interfered lead index on the study dataset due to the low signal-to-noise ratio of the AF signal. Since the linear relationship of the noise on the test dataset is different from the study dataset, the configuration driven by correlation coefficient of the derived AF signal performance is significantly more reduced than other algorithms on the test dataset. When the number of selected leads is sufficiently high, the sequential performance improvement of the selection may be mainly due to the fitting of noise rather than the actual atrial electrical signal. It assumes that the more accurate outcome of correlation coefficient driven sequential selection algorithm in study dataset is a result of artefact and noise fitting, and it would appear that the adapted Botteron derived signal although serves as a rhythm-related indicator waveform, reduces the influence of noise by not representing the detail of derived AF signal and therefore enhances the performance of atrial signal rhythm reconstruction.
The result of the second scenario on calculating the uniform configuration also agrees with the above hypothesis. Data from different patients have significant differences in environmental noise. The performance of the correlation coefficient driven sequential selection algorithm is significantly worse than the other two algorithms, indicating that the configuration is greatly affected by noise in study dataset. It is consistent with the previous work [24] , which suggests that the Lux's algorithm is still superior to the correlation coefficient driven sequential selection algorithm.
The superior performance of our method suggests that reducing the complexity of the signal by adapted Botteron's approach can reduce the impact of this defection. Compared to the Lux algorithm based on time domain covariance, our method is based on the rhythm-indicating waveform obtained by adapted Botteron's approach, and makes the configuration have better performance in the frequency domain and similar performance in the time domain at the same time.
Furthermore, as the number of selected leads increases, the time domain performance of our algorithm's grows faster than Lux's algorithm. In addition to the disturbance from the noise of the derived AF signals with low signal-to-noise ratio, one possible cause is the suboptimality of the sequential selection.
The sequential selection is defined for selecting one optimal site in each individual selection, but there is no guarantee that the set of m sites selected after m iterations is optimal [12] . The leads selected later may contain information already contained by the previously selected leads and make the previously selected leads redundant in new subset. This defect is more pronounced in multi-lead signals of similar morphology. Considering that Lux's algorithm is first applied to BSPM signals with ventricular signals, and ventricular signals are with more diverse morphology than derived AF signals, when applied to AF signals, the performance of Lux's algorithm may degrade. Fig. 7 shows that when the number of iterations is less than 10, the proposed method and Lux algorithm tend to get similar or the same lead results, and when the number of iteration is greater than 10, there is a significant difference in the result of lead selection. It is possibly indicated that the adapted Botteron's approach has magnified the cross-correlation of the spatial organization between each site and it helps sequential selection to achieve more accurate estimation of correlation between leads in multiple iterations.
Although this study is more focused on the development of lead selection algorithm, the comparison of the experimental results in Section III-B and III-C shows that the patient-specific configuration has obvious superiority compared to the uniform configuration calculated by other patients at the same number of selected leads. What's more, in Fig. 4 , we can observe that the patient-specific configuration varies greatly from patient to patient. In the case of 7 electrodes in Section III-D, our results reveal that the uniform calculated configuration performance is better than standard 12-lead configuration in all four criteria. We also find out that with the support from 128-lead BSPM, the use of patient-specific transformation coefficients can further improve the performance of uniform subset close to the patient-specific leads subsets.
The DF distribution is an important criterion as the locations and dynamics of these data provide the basis for diagnostic rotor location and mechanism analysis. A concentrated distribution of DF deviation of standard 12-lead and uniform would lead to misjudgment of the whole regional gradient in the mapping analysis, which is clinically unacceptable. Our result not only agrees with previous works [4] and [15] that suggests that standard 12-lead ECG is not optimized for the study of AF signals, but also indicates that the patient-specific configuration is critical for accurate DF mapping when the number of selected leads is limited to 7 electrodes.
V. LIMITATION
In the current lead-reduced selection method, each lead has the same weight to influence the final lead selection result. However, in different set of BSPM system, the spatial distribution of leads varies on the body surface. The lead-reduced selection result may be different when the original signals are obtained by different set of BSPM.
In our study, the signal is analyzed after ventricular signal removal, and the reliability of derived AF signal depends on the different residual of ventricular signal. The difference of signal-to-noise ratio among leads also hinders the result.
Furthermore, the study population included a small number of 8 patients and the data length was significantly short, which compromised the validity of the test results for different patient groups. The data for configuration calculating and verification are from the same BSPM measurement result. Although the two pieces of data do not overlap each other, the same measurement environment makes it difficult to verify the long-term validity of reconstruction and the impact of environmental noise changes.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this study we have proposed a method to improve the performance of leads selection algorithm from BSPM of AF patients. We adapted the Botteron's approach and applied it into the derived AF signals from BSPM. The method highlights the rhythm information and reflects the cross-correlation between each site of the spatial organization in BSPM. It improve the sequential selection performance on building up a more accurate leads subset and transformation coefficient for reconstruction and diagnostic spectrum analysis of BSPM derived AF signals.
Driven by the compositive dataset from multiple other patients, the method not only improves the performance on the spectrum characteristic but also effectively improves the performance of time domain criteria when the number of selected leads is above 12. Driven by the patient's own 128-lead BSPM data, as the number of selected leads increases, the DF deviation performance of leads subset calculated by our method is significantly better than same method with data not processed by adapted Botteron's approach or covariance-based method.
With our method, we discussed the performance difference between uniform and patient-specific reconfiguration of standard 12-lead ECG system. In the case of 7 selected leads, the patient-specific leads subsets based on our method show significant performance improvement while patient-specific transformation coefficient is obtained.
As the final point, it should be stressed that in this study, our method focuses on the improvement of the BSPM reconstruction performance in the frequency domain and rhythm information. Although the frequency information of atrial fibrillation signals on body surface is widely used in mechanism research and clinical applications, it is still the 'signal' information rather than diagnostic information. As the previous work has suggested, there is a distinction between the 'signal' information and diagnostic information [24] , [25] . We can infer that the performance gains obtained by our proposed algorithm will be beneficial for further clinical research.
